APEEJAY SCHOOL
MAHAVIR MARG, JALANDHAR
HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK 2019
CLASS IX
GENERAL SCIENCE:
Note:
Assignments to be done by all students in their respective notebooks.
Activity for biology to be done by roll numbers 1 to 16
Activity for Physics to be done by roll number 17 to 32
Activity for Chemistry to be done roll number 33 onwards.
ASSIGNMENT-1 (PHYSICS)
Q1. Give one example each for the following types of motion:
a) Acceleration is in the direction of motion
b) Acceleration is against the direction f motion
c) Acceleration is uniform
Q2. Draw the velocity-time graph of a stone thrown vertically upwards and then coming down after attaining a
maximum height.
Q3. How do the three equations of motion change for an object moving with uniform velocity?
Q4. The driver of a car travelling along a straight road with a speed of 90km/hr observes a sign board which gives
the speed limit to be 54km/hr. The signboard is 70m ahead when the driver applies brakes. Calculate the
acceleration of the car which will cause the car to pass the signboard at the stated speed limit.
Q5. A body covers a distance of x meters along a semi-circular path. Calculate the magnitude of displacement of the
body and the ratio of distance and displacement.
Q6. A train 100m long is moving with a constant velocity of 60km/hr. Find the time it takes to cross a bridge 1km
long.
Q7. A car covers 30km at a uniform speed of 30km/hr. What should be its speed for next 90km if the average
speed for the entire journey is 60km/hr?
Q8. A bullet hits a sand box with a velocity of 20m/s and penetrates it up to a distance of 6cm . Find the
deceleration of the bullet in the sand box.
Q9. Plot a velocity-time graph for a body, whose initial velocity
is 15m/s and is moving with a retardation of 2m/s2. Also
calculate the distance covered by it.
(ii) Complete Physics practical file for both the terms
(iii) Make a catapult as one shown in the image attached

ASSIGNMENT-2 (CHEMISTRY)
(a) Why do doctors advise to put strips of wet cloth on forehead of a person having high fever?
(b) The melting points of three solids X, Y, Z are 298k, 314k & 398k respectively. Arrange these in increasing
order of their inter-particle force of attraction.
(c) Why do we feel comfortable under a fan when we are perspiring?
(d) Why do solids have regular geometrical shape?
(e) Water as ice has cooling effect whereas water as steam may cause severe burns. Explain these observations.
(f) How does evaporation differ from boiling?
(g) Why do we see water droplets on the outer surface of glass containing ice cold water?
(h) When 50g of sugar is dissolved in 100ml of water, there is no increase in volume. What characteristic of
matter is illustrated by this observation?
(i) Why do wet clothes dry quickly in sun than in shade?
(j) Describe an activity to determine the boiling point of water.

(ii) Complete Chemistry practical file for both the terms.
(iii) Activity: Prepare a e-Science Magazine/Newsletter on various samples of:(a) Chromatography, (b)
Fractional Distillation,
(c) Inter-conversion of states of matter highlighting the main characteristic features of each.
ASSIGNMENT-3 (BIOLOGY)
1. Why doctors advice gargles with salt solution during throat infection?
2. Plant cell when kept in water does not burst but an animal cell will burst? Explain it giving the valid reason.
3. Cell membrane is called a semi- permeable membrane. Why is it so?
4. Which organelle is considered as the traffic policeman of the cell .Why?
5. Mitochondria are considered as semi-autonomous structures. Give reason?
6. What is a nucleotide? How is it different from a nucleus and a nucleolus?
7. Which organelle is called ‘digestive bag’ of the cell. Give another popular name of these organelles? Why are
they so called?
8. Draw a neat and well labelled coloured diagram of a plant cell.
9. Draw a neat and well labelled coloured diagram of an animal cell.
10. Where would you find the following structures in a cell?
I)
Cristae
II)
Thylakoids
(ii) Completion of Biology Practical File for both first term and second term.
(iii)Activity: Gather information about the Electron microscope. How is it different from the compound
microscopes we have in our school lab. Present the information in your regular Biology notebooks along with
pictures.
Make a science newsletter showing current news in the field of science. Also mention the date and the source of
news. This you can bring in separate folders.
COMPUTERS:

Write Article and also make a poster for the following:
a) Endangered Species
See a sample article/report:

See a sample poster:

Similarly, type articles and create posters for the following topics (any 4):
a) Global Warming
b) Natural Disasters
c) Use of Technology in Education
d) Poverty and ways to mitigate it.
e) Peace Begins With a Smile
f) Television is a Bad Influence
g) Highlighting the role of computers and hazards their excessive use can cause
h) Anxiety Among Children
i) Literacy is the Only Light in the Tunnel
j) Environmental Protection
Note the following points while creating article/poster:
a) Page size should be A4.
b) Articles and posters will be designed using Libre Office writer’s options only.
c) Project file must include cover page having:
Title of Project File
School name, Teacher’s name, Student name
Acknowledgement
SOCIAL SCIENCE:

Every student has to compulsorily undertake one project on Disaster Management
Following are the topics:1. Role of Government or Non Government functionaries in your locality in Disaster Management.
2. Generating Awareness on Disaster Management.
3. Pocket Guide on First AID
4. Communication Facilities for Disaster Management.
5. Preparation of Disaster Contingency Plan.
Note:1. Use A4 Size sheets.
2. It should be hand written project (blue or black pen should be used).
3. Use newspaper clippings, maps, diagrams and materials from the web.
4. The cover page should be written in bold letters with the topic, name and roll number.
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PUNJABI:
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ENGLISH:
Exercise 1
Read the conversation given below and complete the paragraph that follows.
Ganga: How did you spend your holidays?
Gautham: I went for cricket coaching. What did you do?
Ganga: I went for the NTSC coaching classes.
Gautham: At least during the holidays you could have enjoyed yourself.
Ganga: I enjoyed going for the coaching classes.

Ganga asked Gautham (a) ………………… holidays. Gautham said that (b) ………………. Cricket coaching and wanted to
know (c) ………………. during the holidays. When Ganga told him that she had gone for NTSC coaching classes,
Gautham told her that she could have enjoyed herself during the holidays. Ganga replied that (d) ……………….. the
coaching classes.
Exercise 2
Complete the following passage with the most appropriate words from the options given.
An ATM, or Automated Teller is (a) …………………….. (a, an, the, no word) simple machine which (b) …………….
(acting, acted, acts, is acted) as an extension of a bank even (c) …………….. (as, which, when, where) the bank is
closed. The machine (d) …………… (was, is, has been, should be) usually placed (e) …………….. (at, of, in, on) a small
room with a security guard stationed outside. You can (f) ……………… (withdraw, withdrawal, withdrawn,
withdrew) money from your account, deposit cheques, order (g) …………….. (a, an, the, no word) cheque book, get
(h) ………………….. (my, our, somebody’s, your) account statements etc. The ATMs work round the year 24 hours a
day.
Exercise 3
Rearrange the following words and phrases to make meaningful sentences. The first one has been done as
an example.
(a) where / unproductive work / check / you are / in / wasting time
(b) self-study / availability of time / for / check
(c) to complete / you need / judge / the syllabus / how much time
(d) for / allocate time / as per / different subjects / the need
Exercise 4
The following passage has not been edited. There is one error in each of the lines. Write the incorrect word
and the correction in your answer sheet as given below against the correct blank number. Remember to
underline the word you have supplied.
Newton had a little dog name Diamond name
(incorrect)/(correct)
One day when he is fifty years
(a)
old, he went out of his room, left the
(b)
dog asleep. On the table lie his
(c)
papers. They contained all the discovery which
(d)
he had made while the last twenty years. When
(e)
he was gone, down rose little Diamond. He
(f)
jumped upon the table and overthrow the lighted
(g)
candle. The papers caught fire. They were reduce
(h)
to a heap of ashes.
Exercise 5
Fill in the blanks using the best options given in the brackets.
About half of India’s children aged ………..a……………. (among, between, with, about) 6 and 14 do not go to school.
About 5.5 crore children ……………b………….. (worked, working, has been working, work) in factories, cottage
industries …………..c…………… (and, around, about, some) in the agricultural sector. One of the most important
…………..d……………. (reason, reasons, reason’s, reasons’) for our nation’s …………e…………. (backwardness,
backwardsness, backness, backward) is illiteracy.
EXERCISE 6
Q6) You recently went for a destination wedding in Goa. Write a description of the same in 80-100 words.
EXERCISE 7
Q7) Commercials are the best way to sell one's product. But these ads shown on television lure the children and some of them try
to copy the heroes of these commercials. Arun Bakshi was one such victim who tried to copy the ad of a well-known Cola by trying
to jump from first floor of his house. As a result, he got his legs fractured.
His elder brother, Rishi decided to write an article for a newspaper to highlight the adverse effects of all these
commercials/advertisements have on children today. As Rishi, write the article in 100-120 words.
Q8) Write a short diary entry in about sharing how you felt when your best friend scored a perfect 10 in SA1 and you 9.6. It was
not that you were jealous of your friend's success but at the same time you were not feeling good about it.

MATHS:
1. Solve the Assignment of 50 extra questions , given by the teacher , from the
chapters……2(Polynomials) , 3(Co-ordinate - Geometry) , 6(Lines and Angles) and 12(Heron’s
Formula); in a separate note – book.
2. Do the practical activities…. 2,5and 8 , from the book “Maths is Fun” , in your Practical File.
3. Revise the chapters….. 2, 3, 6 and 12 , from the text book thoroughly.
ASSIGNMENT (MATHS)
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

Find the value of ‘k’ if the polynomial
is exactly divisible by
Use long division and find the remainder when the polynomial
Factorise
using suitable identity.
Find x if

Factorise
If the polynomials
2,find the value of ‘a’.
If a+b+c=5 and ab+bc+ca=12, find
If ab+bc+ca=0,find the value of

.
is divided by x-1.

if 3z+10 is one of its factors.
leave same remainder when divided by x.

9 Factorise
10 If
,find
11 If a+b=12 and ab=27 find
12 If
find
13 If
;find
14 Factorise (i)
(ii)
15 Find the value of ‘k’ if (-2) is a zero of the polynomial
16 If
17 If

(

and is also a zero of the polynomial

find

18 The polynomials
-3
respectively.If p-2q=4,find ‘a’.
19 If x= 2y+6 , find

when divided by x-2 leave the remainder p and q

20 Factorise
21 Plot the points A(-2,2);B(2,2);C(2,-2) on the graph .Now plot point D so that ABCD is a square.
22 In which quadrant or on which axis the given points lie.(-2,3);(2,4);(4,-3);(2,0).Plot them on the graph to
verify your answer.
23 Plot the points A(-3,-5) and B(-2,4) on the graph. Also, plot the reflection of these points in X-axis and Y-axis.
24 Find the percent increase in the area of an equilateral triangle if its each side is doubled.
25 Find the cost of laying grass in a triangular field of sides 50m, 65m, 65m at the rate of rupee 5 per sq, m.
26 In a rectangular field of dimensions 50m by 30m, a triangular park is constructed. If the dimensions of the
park are 14m,15m and 13m find the area of the remaining field.
27 Find the area of a field which is in the shape of a trapezium having parallel sides as 20m and 42m and non

parallel sides as 21m and 23m.
28 Find the area of a triangle whose sides are 8 cm, 11 cm and 13 cm. Hence, find the altitude using longest side
as base.
29 The perimeter of an isosceles triangle is 32 cm.The ratio of equal side to its base is 3:2.Find the area of
triangle.
30 The adjacent sides of a parallelogram ABCD measures 34 cm and 20 cm and the diagonal AC measures 42 cm.
Find the area of parallelogram.
31 The perimeter of a triangular field is 144m and the ratio of the sides is 3:4:5.Find the area of the field.
32 If the area of an isosceles right triangle is 8 sq. cm then find the perimeter of the triangle.
33 A rhombus shaped sheet whose perimeter is 32m and whose one diagonal is 10m long is painted on both
sides at a rate of rupee 5 per sq. m .Find the cost of painting it.
34 A square and an equilateral triangle have equal perimeter.If the diagonal of a square is 12 cm then find the
area of the triangle.
35 A hand fan is made by stitching 10 equal size triangular strips of two different types of paper.The dimensions
of equal strips are 25cm,25 cm and 14 cm.Find the area of each type of paper needed to make the hand fan.
36 In a triangle ABC,AM is perpendicular to BC and AN is the bisector of ∠ BAC.If the measure of ∠B and ∠C are
650 and 330 then find measure of ∠ MAN.
37 The sides BC,CA,AB of triangle ABC are produced in order forming exterior ∠ACD, ∠BAE, ∠CBF. Show that
∠ACD+∠BAE +∠CBF = 3600.
38 Prove that lines which are perpendicular to the same line are parallel to each other.
39 Two straight lines PQ and RS intersect each other at O.OT is a ray between OP and OS such that measure of
∠POT is 750, ∠TOS=b0, ∠SOQ=a0, ∠ QOR = 2c0, ∠ POR = 4b0,find the values of a,b,c.
40 If the bisectors of the base angles of a triangle encloses an angle of 1350, then prove that the triangle is right
angled.
41 If two parallel lines are intersected by a transversal then prove that the bisectors of two interior angles are
parallel.
42 The opposite sides of a quadrilateral are parallel. If one angle is 600,find the other angles.
43 One angle is equal to three times its supplement. Find the measure of the angle.
44 The sum of two angles of a triangle is equal to the third angle. Determine the third angle.
45 If the bisectors of ∠ABC and ∠ACB of a triangle ABC meet at point O then prove that
46 ∠X and ∠Y are exterior angles of a triangle ABC at points B and C respectively. If ∠B >∠C, find the relation
between ∠X and ∠Y.
47 Ray OC stands on line AB.Ray OR bisects ∠BOC and ray OP bisects ∠AOC. Prove that ∠POR=900.
48 In the below fig, AB || CD || EF and GH || KL Find ∠HKL

49
50

In △ABC, if 3∠A=4∠B=6∠C, calculate ∠A,∠Band∠C.
A △ABC is right angled at A. If AL⊥BC, prove that ∠BAL=∠ACB.

